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Manual for Civil Emergencies
This revised edition retains the exceptional organization and coverage of the
previous editions and is designed for the training and certification needs of firstline security officers and supervisors throughout the private and public security
industry. * Completely updated with coverage of all core security principles *
Course text for the Certified Protection Officer (CPO) Program * Includes all new
sections on information security, terrorism awareness, and first response during
crises

Foreign Affairs Manual
Any professional actively engaged in the executive protection field, novice or
veteran, whether in a team or as team leader, must train for, and be able to
pinpoint, even the most unexpected security concerns. The continuation of The
Fine Art of Executive Protection - Handbook for the Executive Protection Officer
(2007), Advanced Skills in Executive Protection contains carefully selected and
illustrated material for the executive protection and security enforcement
professional. All available training and study material, individual case studies, and
real scenarios, combined with professional experience, serve as the foundation for
this specialist's manual. For the client, as a prospective principal, it provides
important details that will assure lifesaving protection. Comprehensive, detailed,
and straightforward, Advanced Skills in Executive Protection is the only book to
offer an in-depth look into the operational aspects of executive protection. It
guides the reader through a diversity of advanced disciplines and skills and
contains all the necessary ingredients for effective protection planning. Information
about every aspect of executive protection is not only an important part of the
professional's ongoing training curriculum, but is also crucial for the client who
seeks this professional protection, to face not only today's protection needs, but
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also those of the future. See also The Fine Art of Executive Protection: Handbook
for the Executive Protection Officer and Understanding International Counter
Terrorism: A Professional s Guide to the Operational Art by A. Hunsicker.

The Professional Protection Officer
The Camera Assistant's Manual
Executive Protection
This book collects the best practices FPGA-based Prototyping of SoC and ASIC
devices into one place for the first time, drawing upon not only the authors' own
knowledge but also from leading practitioners worldwide in order to present a
snapshot of best practices today and possibilities for the future. The book is
organized into chapters which appear in the same order as the tasks and decisions
which are performed during an FPGA-based prototyping project. We start by
analyzing the challenges and benefits of FPGA-based Prototyping and how they
compare to other prototyping methods. We present the current state of the
available FPGA technology and tools and how to get started on a project. The
FPMM also compares between home-made and outsourced FPGA platforms and
how to analyze which will best meet the needs of a given project. The central
chapters deal with implementing an SoC design in FPGA technology including
clocking, conversion of memory, partitioning, multiplexing and handling IP
amongst many other subjects. The important subject of bringing up the design on
the FPGA boards is covered next, including the introduction of the real design into
the board, running embedded software upon it in and debugging and iterating in a
lab environment. Finally we explore how the FPGA-based Prototype can be linked
into other verification methodologies, including RTL simulation and virtual models
in SystemC. Along the way, the reader will discover that an adoption of FPGAbased Prototyping from the beginning of a project, and an approach we call Designfor-Prototyping, will greatly increase the success of the prototype and the whole
SoC project, especially the embedded software portion. Design-for-Prototyping is
introduced and explained and promoted as a manifesto for better SoC design.
Readers can approach the subjects from a number of directions. Some will be
experienced with many of the tasks involved in FPGA-based Prototyping but are
looking for new insights and ideas; others will be relatively new to the subject but
experienced in other verification methodologies; still others may be project leaders
who need to understand if and how the benefits of FPGA-based prototyping apply
to their next SoC project. We have tried to make each subject chapter relatively
standalone, or where necessary, make numerous forward and backward references
between subjects, and provide recaps of certain key subjects. We hope you like the
book and we look forward to seeing you on the FPMM on-line community soon (go
to www.synopsys.com/fpmm).

Bodyguard
Introduction to Celebrity Protection and Touring offers a peek behind the scenes of
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the close protection industry, more commonly known as the bodyguard business.
More than the stereotypical “bullet blocker,” the modern protection specialist is a
skilled practitioner who utilizes verbal judo much more than its physical
counterpart. This book, written by industry experts, Elijah Shaw and Dale June, also
narrows the focus, centering in on an exciting, but misunderstood, sector that
involves working with celebrities ranging from actors to musicians and entering
into their world of touring, filming and promotional appearances. While many may
think that celebrity protection is “one size fits all,” nothing could be further from
the truth, as you are not only dealing with the protection of the client, but the
client’s reputation. All this with the added pressure of the entire world looking over
your shoulder, just waiting for a misstep. With real-world advice, tactics and
techniques on how to identify and defeat potential attackers, as well as covering
everything from dealing with overzealous fans, to hyper-aggressive paparazzi, this
book offers proven solutions from two experts that have covered the gambit from
the Grammy Awards to the White House.

The Protection Officer Training Manual
The Executive Protection Professional's Manual not only explains what it takes to
be an executive protection professional but provides other valuable information as
well, including tips on defensive tactics, bomb searches, searching for bugging
devices, firearms training, defensive and evasive driving, and advance
reconnaissance. This unique book also discusses important career information,
such as how to select the area of executive protection in which you would like to
work, how-much money you should make, the interview, and stories from real-life
experiences of an EPP.

Advance
Learn from an expert about the glamour, the guns, the hard-core nuts-and-bolts of
the bodyguarding profession. Thompson offers strategies that prevent trouble from
happening and methods to stop it instantly, including how to check for tampering
on an auto, protect the home and office from intrusion, choose weapons for
specific threats, assess the threats of high- and low-profile assignments and much
more.

Low Power Methodology Manual
An innovative guide to applying the strategies of a bodyguard to create a Buddhist
“security plan” for protecting ourselves from suffering • Presents the unique
concept of the “bodyguard” and its protection tactics as a metaphor for explaining
and implementing Buddhist teachings • Recasts the Four Noble Truths as the Four
Noble Tactical Truths, the Eightfold Path as the Eight Tactics Plan, and the notion of
Interbeing in the Buddhist world as the Tactics of Interdepending • Offers a new,
modern understanding for the new generation of Buddhist practitioners intrigued
by a more Western take on Buddhism Drawing from his extensive experience as a
professional protection agent, Jeff Eisenberg uses the tactics and strategies that a
bodyguard employs in protecting a client from a threat as a blueprint for creating a
Buddhist “security plan.” This plan provides the practical tools to protect one’s self
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from the threat of suffering in our world. Using the metaphor of being the Buddha’s
bodyguard to understand the Buddhist teachings, the book details how to protect
our inner “Buddha nature” and secure our mental and emotional wellbeing. We all
have the chance to train ourselves to be more proactive in our own safety and
avoid becoming a victim. And if we are victimized, this training will prepare us to
take appropriate actions that will aid in our ability to survive with much less injury
and trauma. As the author affirms: “It is vital to realize that a physical altercation is
the last thing that happens in a chain of events. And while we must never blame
the victim, our safety is our responsibility. Many situations can be avoided, or their
severity greatly lessened, if we pay attention during the chain of events that leads
up to it and respond appropriately.” While this book is not about personal
protection per se, it applies personal protection theory and specific tactics utilized
by bodyguards to Buddhist practice, laying out strategies to protect our inner
Buddha from attack. Thus the Four Noble Truths are applied to the concept of
“threat” in the form of Four Noble Tactical Truths, the Eight Tactics Plan echoes the
Eightfold Path, and the Tactics of Interdepending embrace the notion of Interbeing
in the Buddhist world. With “paying attention” and mindfulness being key concepts
of both a bodyguard’s profession and Buddhist practice, this pioneering book
speaks to Buddhists and non-Buddhists alike.

The Bodyguard
“When I was the Director of Central Intelligence, I relied on Mike and his colleagues
to keep me and my family safe around the world.” – George Tenet Former Director
Central Intelligence Agency Close personal protection can often mean the
difference between life and death. But for too many protectees or practitioners,
understanding the world of executive protection (EP) can be an intimidating and
unfamiliar prospect. The Protected is an inside view of personal security,
intelligence and executive protection written by someone who has lived it for more
than 30 years. In this book, former CIA Special Agent and security specialist
Michael Trott demonstrates how much EP depends on training, experience, proper
intelligence, lessons learned, one’s ability to operate both alone and in a team, and
– perhaps most importantly – adopting the proper mindset. Aimed at protectees,
practitioners and all those with an interest in EP, The Protected contains valuable
insight on: • Determining your personal risk profile (i.e., your why) • How the
global risk environment affects your personal security • Establishing a durable and
effective protection program • The subtle nuances of providing successful close
protection • Important EP methodologies, philosophies, complexities and mindsets
• The people who protect others and their unique perspectives

Executive Protection
The Professional Protection Officer: Security Strategies, Tactics and Trends, Eighth
Edition, is the definitive reference and instructional text for career oriented
security officers in both the private and public sectors. The first edition originated
with the birth of the International Foundation for Protection Officers (IFPO) in 1988,
which has been using the book as the official text since that time. Each subsequent
edition has brought new and enlightened information to the protection
professional. This latest edition covers all of the subjects essential to training of
protection professionals, and has been renamed to reflect new strategies, tactics,
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and trends in this dynamic field. The book contains 12 units and 45 chapters.
Written by leading security educators, trainers and consultants, it has served as
the authoritative text for both students and professionals worldwide. This new
edition adds critical updates and fresh pedagogy, as well as new diagrams,
illustrations, and self assessments. Information included is designed to reflect the
latest trends in the industry and to support and reinforce continued professional
development. The book concludes with an Emerging Trends feature, laying the
groundwork for the future growth of this increasingly vital profession. This will be
an ideal reference for security students and CPO candidates. Information included
is designed to reflect the latest trends in the industry and to support and reinforce
continued professional development. Concludes chapters with an Emerging Trends
feature, laying the groundwork for the future growth of this increasingly vital
profession. Written by a cross-disciplinary contributor team consisting of top
experts in their respective fields.

Hostage
Eight previous iterations of this text have proven to be highly regarded and
considered the definitive training guide and instructional text for first-line security
officers in both the private and public sectors. The material included in the newest
version covers all the subjects essential to the training of protection officers. This
valuable resource and its predecessors have been utilized worldwide by the
International Foundation for Protection Officers since 1988, as the core curriculum
for the Certified Protection Officer (CPO) Program. The Professional Protection
Officer: Practical Security Strategies and Emerging Trends provides critical updates
and fresh guidance, as well as diagrams and illustrations; all have been tailored to
the training and certification needs of today’s protection professionals. Offers
trainers and trainees all new learning aids designed to reflect the most current
information and to support and reinforce professional development Written by a
cross-disciplinary contributor team consisting of top experts in their respective
fields

Introduction to Executive Protection
Although military operations against terrorist forces often garner the headlines,
those who protect government, military, and business leaders from assassination
or kidnapping are also in the front lines against terrorism. Ready and prepared to
place his body between his employer and a bullet, the bodyguard must be able to
blend into the milieu around his charge, yet be ready to spring into action instantly
to counter an attack. Based on techniques of the U.S. Secret Service, U.S. State
Department Security, the Special Air Service, the Royal Corps of Military Police, the
Metropolitan Police, the KGB and its successor the FSB, France's GSPR, and other
protective units around the world, The Bodyguard Manual details the steps a
protective team takes to prevent attack as well as the tactics which are employed
when it is necessary to counter an attack in progress. From security aboard
Concorde, the Orient Express, or the Queen Elizabeth 2, to protecting a military
general officer in combat, The Bodyguard Manual allows the reader to "stand post"
with the professional bodyguard.
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The Reader's Digest
The Unconventional Close Protection Training Manual
Celebrity Protection and Touring
In the past thirty-five years, counter-terrorist units have been deployed to deal
with airplane, ship, train, and bus hijackings. They have rescued hostages in
various types of buildings and have dealt with barricaded bank robbers, prison
rioters, and assorted dangerous criminals. Thousands have been rescued and
millions have been safer because terrorists were aware that elite antiterrorist units
were poised to take action should they take hostages. Following the September
11th attack on the World Trade Centre, the mission of many anti-terrorist units has
expanded. Some units now track terrorists to their lairs in other countries and
strike them there. Despite the significant and growing role of these units, little is
known about the way they operate. The selection, training, structure and principles
of maintaining such units, together with basic theories of asymmetric warfare are
the subject of Thompson's latest work. In a practical, step-by-step guide he
analyses the necessary organization of such elite teams, the arming and equipping
of units, and methods for a variety of missions from hostage rescue and high-level
dignitary protection to securing foreign embassies and counter-WMD strikes.Open
the pages of this book and enter the world of the counter-terrorist operator.

The Nightclub Security Manual
Excel as an Assistant Cameraman (AC) in today’s evolving film industry with this
updated classic. Learn what to do—and what NOT to do—during production and get
the job done right the first time. The Camera Assistant’s Manual, Sixth Edition
covers the basics of cinematography and provides you with the multi-skill set
needed to maintain and transport a camera, troubleshoot common problems on
location, prepare for job interviews, and work with the latest film and video
technologies. Illustrations, checklists, and tables accompany each chapter and
highlight the daily workflow of an AC. This new edition has been updated to
include: A fresh chapter on the entry level camera positions of Camera
Trainee/Production Assistant Coverage of emerging iPhone apps that are used by
filmmakers and ACs on set An updated companion website offering online tutorials,
clips, and techniques that ACs can easily access while on location
(www.cameraassistantmanual.com) All new sample reports and forms including AC
time cards, resumé templates, a digital camera report, and a non-prep disclaimer
Instruction and custom forms to help freelance filmmakers keep track of daily
expenses for tax purposes The Camera Assistant’s Manual, Sixth Edition is an AC's
bible for success and a must-have for anyone looking to prosper in this highly
technical and ever-changing profession.

The Counter Terrorist Manual
This book provides a practical guide for engineers doing low power System-on-Chip
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(SoC) designs. It covers various aspects of low power design from architectural
issues and design techniques to circuit design of power gating switches. In addition
to providing a theoretical basis for these techniques, the book addresses the
practical issues of implementing them in today's designs with today's tools.

Protection Officer Training Manual
I wrote this book to teach people with no background in the protection industry
how to not only be their own bodyguard but how to learn new skills so that they
may eventually protect other people professionally.If you want to learn the
business and become a Private Security or Close Protection Operator, you must
learn a series of skill sets. How you gain any skill set can vary from person to
person. Some people acquire the skills in the military, police or even after years of
hands-on martial arts training. You do not have to become a Green Beret, Navy
SEAL or CIA Contractor to acquire a series of proficient skill sets on survival,
combatives or shooting.All you have to do to acquire some new skills in personal
protection is to have the desire to learn and then apply what you have learned
safely and with a high level of proficiency. I will pass on small pearls of wisdom
throughout this book. The gems that I pass on to you have been passed on to me
in many different ways throughout my life. Each jewel will be a new skill or a
direction to learn. The more that you learn, the more you will understand.Any
person with the passion for learning will pick up these new skills and instantly
apply them. The more that you read about close protection, the more you will learn
from this book. The more that you physically do, the more ingrained your skills will
become into daily operational procedures. Even if you learn just one new thing
from this book that saves your life, or someone else's, then it was worth learning
that skill.Stay flexible in your thinking and keep an open mind as you read this
book. The more you learn about yourself, the more you will want to know and
apply your new skills towards your everyday life. Eventually you will be able to tie
all of the pearls from this book together and become operationally proficient and
stay safe in many different scenarios.

Operator and Organizational Maintenance Manual for Improved
High-powered Illuminator Radar Set AN/MPQ-46 (XO-1)
Dead Clients Don't Pay
Ten Strategies of a World-Class Cyber Security Operations Center conveys MITRE's
accumulated expertise on enterprise-grade computer network defense. It covers
ten key qualities of leading Cyber Security Operations Centers (CSOCs), ranging
from their structure and organization, to processes that best enable smooth
operations, to approaches that extract maximum value from key CSOC technology
investments. This book offers perspective and context for key decision points in
structuring a CSOC, such as what capabilities to offer, how to architect large-scale
data collection and analysis, and how to prepare the CSOC team for agile, threatbased response. If you manage, work in, or are standing up a CSOC, this book is for
you. It is also available on MITRE's website, www.mitre.org.
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Executive Protection Specialist Handbook
This book helps dispel many of the myths about being a bodyguard and executive
protection. It is based on real-world experience, and the author highlights key
aspects to executive protection, with an emphasis on the business aspects of the
industry. The EP industry is constantly changing, yet many myths still exist about
what it takes to be a successful bodyguard. This book separates fact from fiction
and myth from reality in the EP industry. A professional, Certified Protection
Operator(R) understands that mind over matter, with mental aptitude, awareness,
and training, are more important than just sheer size. This book highlights who
needs protection, why, the various types of threats, and how to respond to them.
This book is a practical tool EP professionals can use to help gain a better
understanding of working in the EP industry, how to gain clients, how to market
yourself, and how to succeed in the EP business.

VIP Protection Manual
Protective/security measures for politicians, corporate executives, dignitaries,
government officials, V.I.P.s (millionaires, movie or rock stars), and military
leaders.

The Fine Art of Executive Protection
Protection Officer Training Manual, Fifth Edition is a guidebook that provides a
comprehensive coverage of security practice. The book is comprised of 27
chapters that are organized into 10 units. The coverage of the text includes various
security procedures, such as patrolling, traffic management, and crowd control.
Security threats are also covered, including explosives, fire, and hazardous
substances. The book also covers emergency or high-risk situation, such as V.I.P.
protection, crisis intervention, and first aid administration. The text will be most
useful to security trainee and instructors. Individuals involved in administrative and
management position will also benefit from the book.

The Modern Bodyguard
This book shows ordinary people how to protect themselves against threats and
how to protect clients if they wish to secure a job in close protection. Learn tricks
of the trade from a seasoned professional. The training in this book can save your
life or the lives of your loved ones and clients.

A Manual for Manuel
An Introduction to Executive Protection provides beginners in the occupation of
executive protection with the tools they need to know and appreciate the
profession; to enable them to realize what is expected when they are placed in
positions of confidence and trust; and to understand the implications of being
responsible for the safety and lives of others. This guide emphasizes the basic
elements of executive protection which are often neglected or overlooked in
practical application, even by professional schools of executive protection
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instruction which sometimes mistakenly assume all enrollees are practiced
journeymen. In addition to practical and technical considerations of the profession,
"executive protection" means working with people on a personal level. The author
draws on his extensive and varied experience in the field to share events that
inform and enlighten students of executive protection and teach them how to best
avoid endangering those they protect.

The Executive Protection Professional's Manual
The Bodyguard Myth(tm)
"A Cuban of our acquaintance describes Cortázar as "the best French writer in
Spanish." Not only because he has the candor to set his fiction in Paris, where so
many South American writers have found breathing room, but because he has a
truly French feel for the miscellaneous, kitchen-sinky, birds-eye texture of dally life.
In A Manual for Manuel, you'll meet Andres, Marco, Francine, Lonstein, Lucienne,
Patricio, and Susanna: a mixed group of French intellectuals and "Argentines who
don't know what they're doing" in Paris. Together they make up "the Screwery," a
collective that's more "pataphysical" than strictly revolutionary - involved in
projects as diverse as collecting a scrapbook of newspaper clippings for Manuel
(Patricio and Susanna's baby son), guerrilla theatre in department stores,
counterfeiting and currency smuggling, and, grandest of all, the kidnapping of a
bigwig from a multinational corporation in return for the release of captured
revolutionaries in Latin America. Cortázar's narrative, as we've come to expect, is
totally fractured into digressions, essays, undifferentiated dialogue, philosophical
meditation, Finnegan's Wake-ish pun-prose, letters, Telexes, etc. Even the book's
big, wonderful action scene (this charming crew's disastrous kidnap attempt) is
muffled under all the stylistic swaddling. Cortázar is often at his best here: writing
about a large group of friends, making them individual yet coherent - smart people
being confused together. But the book suffers by comparison with his earlier, more
substantial Hopscotch; even in Rabassa's adept and sympathetic translation,
Manuel seems to lack the intensity and rich ambience we look for in prime
Cortázar."--Kirkus

Close Protection Training Manual
The Professional Protection Officer
This book is an advanced, well-rounded and in-depth view about what it takes to
be the best in the international arena, in a world where change is the only
constant. It is endorsed by a wide range of industry experts. This well-researched
book will take you to higher levels, enabling you to be among the best in the
demanding world of the truly professional bodyguard, by giving you the tools to
develop and measure yourself. Who would benefit from this unique and powerful
book? 1. Everyone who is in or wants to be involved in the close protection industry
2. Everyone in the security industry worldwide including: - Police, military, and
related agencies - Anti-terror and counter-terrorist units - Current Close Protection
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or bodyguarding organizations - Private security organizations and companies 3.
High level corporate and all users of Close Protection or special security services 4.
Specialist security trainers worldwide 5. Academic institutions that have security
education departments 6. Security regulators and standards bodies This book is
unique because it is one of the only works on the market based on scientific
research principles and practical experience. Beyond the Bodyguard is endorsed by
a wide range of industry experts.

Buddha’s Bodyguard
The Executive Protection Bible
"Temptation on Ice" When paranormal operative Sebastian Tremayne heads to the
Arctic Circle to keep an eye on red-hot physicist Michaela Giese, the polar ice cap
isn't the only thing in danger of melting. This beautiful brainy woman could spark a
nuclear disaster he cannot stop—even with magic—and ignite a fiery passion he
cannot resist "Temptation in Shadows" Tall, lean, muscular—and definitely rough
around the edges—Sean Walker is not your typical nightclub bodyguard. He's a
controller of shadows, able to wield darkness at will. But when a mysterious
woman at the club turns out to have powers greater than his own, he has no
choice but seduction "Hunting Temptation" A manhunter by trade, Seth is on the
trail of his most dangerous prey yet: a living, breathing, maneating werewolf. But
the last thing he expects to catch in his trap is a beautiful, beguiling woman—with
some wild animal urges of her own

Advanced Skills in Executive Protection
Foreword -- Executive protection training: machismo, mirages, myths and money -Introduction to the principles of protection -- Teamwork -- The legal issues -Defining the mission & identifying critical assets -- The asset survey -- Identify
primary threats & define the adversary -- Defining the adversary's method of
operation -- Common denominators of attackers -- Target identification -Vulnerability assessment of targets -- General emergency planning -- Gathering
policies & procedures -- Principles for principals -- Post operations-- Foreign travel
& kidnapping -- Terrorism -- The only executive protection checklist you will ever
need -- Assessing & managing violent behavior.

A Manual for Interlocal Cooperation in Minnesota
"Adapted from Hostage, originally published in the United Kingdom by Puffin Books
in 2014."

FPGA-based Prototyping Methodology Manual
The number of incidents and crimes carried out by terrorists and criminals, such as
physical threats, violent attacks, assassinations, kidnapping and hostage situations
are increasing by the minute worldwide. Each incident is a constant and ever
demanding challenge to the law enforcement and the personal security
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professionals in particular. A detailed, but understandable manual for the
Executive Protection Officer is a priority and the answer to those challenging
situations. The Fine Art of Executive Protection is a detailed, but understandable
manual for the Executive Protection Officer providing answers to those challenging
situations. Information about every aspect of executive protection is not only an
important part of the professional's training curriculum, but plays also a vital role
for the client, who seeks protection. This manual will provide a clear view of all
aspects not only for the professional, but also for prospect clients. To make sure of
this all available training and study material, individual case studies and real
scenarios combined with professional experience served as a foundation for this
specialist's manual. The Fine Art of Executive Protection in its comprehensive and
straight- forward form will guide the reader through the diversity of disciplines and
skills, which are essential for any professional of the executive protection and
private security sector. This book provides detailed information and knowledge,
necessary and indispensable not only for the novice, but also for the experienced
executive protection professional. It provides the clear knowledge and a thorough
understanding of the characteristics, diversity and demands of this profession. It
contains all the essential ingredients, necessary for an effective protection
planning and successful service, demanded by any executive protection specialist.
Providing all the tools, techniques and applications needed for this specific job, it
also shall motivate some talents, which may need to be developed further and to
face not only today's protection needs, but also those of the future. The book not
only contains detailed professional information for the person seeking a post in the
"glamorous world" of the executive protection- business but also provides all the
information necessary for those under threat and in need of close protection and a
secure environment. A protection- seeking client will find detailed information
about Executive Protection and Physical Security. Executive or Personal Protection,
was once considered a service only and exclusive for the rich, famous and a few
selected government officials. But recent events and an increase in violence,
quickly transformed Executive Protection into a sought after service- commodity
worldwide. Keeping this in mind, any part of this guide is therefore easily
adaptable and adjusted to any region or country in the world. However, one must
carefully consider and act within the local laws to assure a successful protection
service.

The Protected
"Provides the protection agent with comprehensive and detailed guidelines for
scaling up or down protective missions ranging from daily trips to and from the
office to international travel to high-risk destinations."--Cover.

Saudi Bodyguard
The most comprehensive manual on the subject of Executive Protection. Over the
past few years, its author, Peter Consterdine has run EP operations in such diverse
geographies as Moscow, Beirut, Madrid, Kazakhstan, London, St. Petersburg,
Algeria and the Far East. As the definitive training manual, The Modern Bodyguard
covers all you need to know about the work of bodyguarding and includes over 100
photographs and more than 70 illustrations covering the most up-to-date
techniques. Peter adopts a ‘real world’ approach to how the many drills and
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procedures should be applied in practice not just in theory. The subjects covered
include: Personal Security, The CP Team, Terrorist Tactics, Threat and Threat
Assessment, Location Security, Travel Security, Vehicle Security and Searching,
Embus/Debus Procedures, Route Selection and Reconnaissance, Vehicle Escort
Procedures, Anti-Ambush Drills, Walking Drills, Bomb Awareness and Recognition,
Weapon Selection and Handling, Emergency First Aid, Unarmed Combat and
Fitness Training, Surveillance and Running the Control Room

Beyond the Bodyguard
Ten Strategies of a World-Class Cybersecurity Operations
Center
The working life of a bodyguard for the Saudi's and the unusual experiences he
faced. Experiences of a bodyguard that worked with the upper echelons of the
Saudi Arabian royal family and others. "Having known Mark Young for some time
now, I have to say he is the most professional, diligent and knowledgeable security
source I have ever worked with. His attributes as a high-level bodyguard/protection
officer are unsurpassed . . . "SAUDI Bodyguard is a must read for all those
fascinated by the world of intelligence and security operations. Mark Young is the
man to tell this story." Jon King, Author: 'Princess Diana: The Hidden Evidence'.
'Cosmic Top Secret: The Unseen Agenda'. 'The Ascension Conspiracy: 2013'. "Mark
Young has opened a door to a fascinating insight of greed and corruption in a world
that most of us can only guess at." Albert Howard QGM Queens Gallantry Medal
Provincial Police Award Gold Medal Citation High Sheriff of Greater London
Certificate of Courage

Bodyguard Manual
The Nightclub Security Manual is the only guide you will need to writing nightclub
security procedures. Based on the authors many years experiencing of working,
managing and training security teams this manual is packed full of useful
information, good practice and templates to effectively set up your nightclub
security operation.
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